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Holy
Hill

By: Laura Farnsworth
Photographer/Historian

Above: Donn Felda and Ruthie Miller
Center: Alex Herritz, Kevin Manning and Randy Leeder
taking it easy, while some climbed the stairs.

H

Hi everyone! Well it’s summer, with a
fall tint to it. I hope you’ve all had a great
summer of riding and fun activities with
friends and family. It’s going out with a
bang, and we’re coasting into some very
seasonal weather for the entrance of fall.
The colors should be spectacular.
If you didn’t go on the ride to Holy
Hill, then you missed out on a fantasOCTOBER 2017

These pictures are all catalogued for
the time that the webmaster Jody is ready
to upload them, and it sounds like that
time is upon us right now. If you want
to find pictures of the events that you’ve
been on, please visit our website. I will
also have a photo album to show at the
next meeting. If you have any pictures
that you’d like me to include, please send
them to me.
Last month Van and I rode to Portland, Oregon, in case you hadn’t heard.

tic ride led by Phil Welch. It was a fun
time. Some of us climbed the 178 stairs
to the top of the tower. That was definitely a challenge. My legs hurt for the
next couple of days and I’m sure others
would admit the same. The colors aren’t
fantastic yet, but the view was great anyway. We all went to the Mineshaft in
Hartford afterward for a delicious and
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bountiful meal. Thanks again Phil!
I want to thank those of you that
have taken photos for me on the rides that
I could not attend. I have already asked
Sarah, our Secretary, to give points to
those that have sent me the pictures. Just
a reminder that if you don’t send me the
pictures, we won’t have the history documented, and you won’t get the points.
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER

Above: Rain Nietzold
Right: Sandy Welch
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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Above: David Miser and Bob Stone

John Harris
Director

Top Right: Phil and Sandy Welch
Center Right: Our lunch stop at the Mineshaft.
We hit the weekend before Sturgis in Rapid City, rode the Black Hills
that had rides such as Needles Highway,
Iron Mountain Highway, and the Custer
Wildlife Loop. We also rode through the
Badlands in some intense heat.
Wyoming was very windy and cold,
and it seemed to take forever to get to
Montana. I can now say I’ve been there.
There were active fires in western
Montana, Idaho, Washington and Oregon. The air was pretty smoky the
whole time we were out there. The
roads through the mountains were spectacular and I look forward to that ride
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again, hopefully when there are
no fires. On the way back we
stopped in Rapid City again,
on the last night of the Sturgis
rally, and enjoyed our last night
on the town. We timed everything just right so we wouldn’t
have to ride in rain. Yay!
Thanks for your support,
and I will see you at the next
meeting. I have another ride I
will not be able to attend, so I’ll be looking for help for the Grumpy Troll ride.
One more thing… Congratulations
Cody Wolf! You lucky guy! r
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Hello all chapter members! Another
month is gone, but at least the weather became great so we could ride more.
I did not think we were going to
get to ride much more when it started
getting cold, but then it became warm
with no rain to speak of. Welcome
to Wisconsin, where you never know
what the weather is going to do.
Don’t forget to get your miles
logged in this month for the mileage
contest. It ends October 6, 2017.
I would like to thank Robert
Stone for stepping up and taking the
membership officer position. I am sure
he will do a great job. We have a couple of rides planned yet this year and I
hope to see everyone there.
I have not ridden much this year
due to a lot of hours at work and the
ultimate reason, our wonderful son
Lucas and of course the wife working
every other weekend.
We are still looking for a couple
of Assistant Road Captains.
Please notify myself or
Phil Welch if you are
interested. Until next
month, rubber side
down and be safe.r
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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Sarah Harris
Secretary

Hello HOG Chapter! My goodness
September has left us as quickly as it
came to us. The weather is beginning
to turn which means being safe on
your motorcycle. Safety Officer Kevin
Manning has a great topic about Fall
Riding which you need to read.
I am happy to announce our new
membership officer Robert “Bob”
Stone. Please welcome him as he transitions into the new position.
Also, I am working on updating
the points and do not have all the information. If you have questions on
your points please contact me.
Have you received one of our
HOG Chapter texts? If you haven’t
you can sign up by texting the word
HOG to the number 36000.r
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Phil Welch
Road Captain

First of all, I’d like to put out a help
wanted for Assistant Road Captains.
If you are interested contact myself or
John Harris.
I would like to thank everyone
who went on the Holy Hill ride. We
had a great group and what a great day
that was.
The season is getting short, but
we still have some great rides coming
up. I did my last LSR ride to Skips on
Wednesday, September 27. Rich Johnson has one ride left, his Grumpy Troll
Ride on October 7.
Hope to see you on the road.r
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The Look
H

How do you accessorize? Is it more about
the clothes you wear or the extras on the
bike? Shop for motorcycle accessories
like covers, luggage, mirrors, stands,
alarms, battery chargers and helmet
cameras. Shop for yourself, accessories
like t-shirts, pants, headbands, gloves,
rain gear and so on. Harley Davidson
has many options for what you wear and
dressing up your bike. There are catalogs
and websites devoted just for today’s
motorcyclist. So many options, you can
stick with Harley Davidson brand or
branch out to other brands and manuOCTOBER 2017

By: Dawn Manning
Ladies of Harley

By: Kevin Manning
Safety Officer

Fall
Season
Riding Tips

factures. With so many options you and
your bike can be as plain or unique as
you want.
Motorcycle accessories come in all
shapes and sizes for all types of bikes. I
personally don’t care for the flashy bling
or even chrome on my bike. I can go
to the parts department and order all
the parts that I need to convert all the
chrome parts into black parts. On the
flip side if you are into the flash there
are just as many, if not more options for
you to choose from. The point is the
bike is yours and just like a home you
8

can decorate it anyway you want to (or
can afford lol).
Have you ever thought of decorating
for holidays? There is a Ghost Ride this
month that will give you just that opportunity. October is Halloween month
and Julie Klotz, of Boardtracker Harley
Davidson, brought the idea of the ride
and it has added extras to it. How about
putting some scary decorations on your
bike? You could add a “broom stick”,
add clings, add some more black and orange, the possibilities are endless. How
will you decorate your bike?r
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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Hello fellow riders. As the riding season
is coming to an end for most of us, let’s
cover a few fall riding safety tips you
should keep in mind.
• Hazard Awareness: Maintain a constant awareness. Pay attention to
even the slightest potential hazard
such as driveways, intersections,
blind curves, hillcrests, parked cars,
children, and animals, vehicles following you, potholes, road debris,
and oncoming traffic.
• Wet Weather: Carry raingear with
you. Riding dry is more comfortable
and less distracting. After extended
dry periods, a rain will bring up oil
from the pavement making the surface very slippery. Watch for standing water, gear up, slow down, create
distance, and stay focused.
• Fallen Leaves: Leaves can present an
unassuming hazard as they can make
a roadway slick. People venturing
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•

•

out to see fall colors may be distracted and not fully paying attention to
other vehicles, especially watching
out for motorcycles. A reduction in
speed and maintaining awareness
could make all the difference.
Deer Season: Remember that harvested crops, farm equipment, hunters, and breeding season will put
deer on the move. Scan the roadway
and just off the shoulders for deer
and deer crossings. Deer movement
routinely peaks at dusk and dawn.
Areas where crops or timber are
relatively close to the road will present the greatest challenge. These are
ideal places for deer to cross and will
provide the shortest reaction time.
Frost: Fall brings variable weather
conditions. A lot of time the midday
temps may be warm and comfortable for riding, but overnight temps
may get near freezing. Be cognizant
9

•

•

in mornings and evenings, and especially be alert on elevated surfaces
such as railroad crossings, bridges,
and in shady areas where sunlight
might not have melted the frost.
Ice: It’s a clear day, you have warm
riding gear, and even though the
temperature is at or below freezing,
you decide to take a motorcycle ride.
Even though there hasn’t been any
rain or snow, ice can form on the
roadway very quickly from a number of sources. Fog, spilled beverages
and leaking vehicle fluids can result
in ice patches.
Dress for Success: Temperatures will
drop as the sun begins to set. It’s a
good idea to carry cold weather gear
with you just in case you get detained
or simply ride longer than you anticipated. Cold, shivering, or stiff are huge
distractions, therefore a safety issue!
Ride safe my friends!r
OCTOBER 2017

Head’s UP
By: Jay Head
Activities Officer

G

Good afternoon fellow chapter members. It’s hard to believe it’s October already, the leaves are changing and falling
off the trees. I think it’s safe to say fall
is here.
The mileage contest is ending on
October 6. There are two ways that you
can get your miles logged in. The first,
take a picture of your odometer showing your current miles and send it to me
via Email at activities.boardtrackerhog@
gmail.com, or text the picture to me at
608-295-0902. The second way would
be to meet me at Boardtracker Harley
Davidson on Friday, October 6 between
the hours of 4:00 and 6:00pm.  
Remember, we have a new format
this year. We have the closest to average
and the most miles driven awards. The
First place winner for both categories
receives a $250 Gift Card provided by
Boardtracker Harley Davidson and the
Second place winners will receive a $100
Gift Card provided by Boardtracker
HOG Chapter.
We still have a few rides left for
this riding season. We have a new
ride that we are going to try out It’s
called the Ghost Ride and it will take
OCTOBER 2017

Cross Winds

A place for members to ask questions or express their concerns.

Hi Rain,
I am sending you some information you
may want to include in the newsletter.
Jerry Kasdorf
As seen in the Blast:

In Response to the Blast:
Rain:
No ethanol in WURTZ MOBIL premium fuel in Janesville! East Racine and
Randall Avenue.
Chuck Wurtz
Rain:
The BP that is by the street Boardtracker’s is on has ethanol free premium.

place on October 15th. Dress yourself up in your best Ghost Costume
and decorate your bike in a matching
Halloween fashion. After an in-store
Scavenger Hunt, we will take a short
ride to Boundaries Bar and Grill and
have lunch where everyone’s bike and
costume will be judged. Prizes will
be awared for
the Scavenger
Hunt winner
and the best
decorated
bike.
We will
also be offering a patch
with rocker.
On the right,
you can see
what
the
patch looks
like.
The
thread will be
glow in the
dark thread.
the cost for
the patch will
be $6.00 and
the rocker will
be $3.00 each.
October
10

7th, we have the Grumpy Troll Ride and
the Fall Colorama Ride is on the 21st.
Our annual Chili Cook-Off is
October 28th. If you think you have a
good chili recipe, why not make up a
batch and enter the cook-off?
Until next month, ride safe and ride
often, while the weather still is nice.r

Gary Blihovde

Be AWARE when You Fuel Your Bike!

Rain:
The BP on the corner of Highway A and
Highway P in Delavan is Alcohol free.
Unknown
Rain:
If you go to this website, pure-gas.org, it
has a listing of all the stations by state
that have alcohol free premium gas. I
print out the listing for the area that I will
be traveling to and put it in my wallet.
Bob Stone

Rain:
The Exxon/Mobil station that is across
from the Stop N Go on Milwaukee Street
in Janesville has alcohol free premium.

A big Thank You to those that commented
on the information that Jerry provided. Just
another way that bikers can help bikers.

A1A

Editor

We are starting to see more gas stations
make the switch to E15.
Some stations have
removed the midgrade gas
and instead replaced it with
a midgrade E15 and they
JOIN US FOR A THEMED HALLOWEEN RIDE!!!
are offering it cheaper than
the lower grade.
WHEN: SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15TH, 2017
The signage showWHERE: RIDE STARTING AT BOARDTRACKER HARLEY-DAVIDSON
ing that it is E15 instead
DESTINATION: BOUNDARIES BAR & GRILL
3807 S. RIVERSIDE DR, BELOIT, WI 53511
of E10 is there, but unless
TIME: STARTS AT 10:15AM FOR IN STORE SCAVENGER HUNT
you are looking for it, you
KICKSTANDS UP @ 11AM
might not notice it.
Why is that important? Because it is illegal to
put in a motorcycle and it
may damage your engine.
The signage on the pump
spells out that it should not
DETAILS: Come dressed in your best Ghost Costume and don’t forget to decorate your ride!!
be used in marine or small
We will have prizes for Scavenger Hunt Winner and the best decorated bike.
engines but it does not
GHOST RIDE PATCHES & ROCKERS available for $7.00 (Patch $5.00 & Rocker $2.00).
spell out that it cannot be
Please RSVP with Jay Head 608-295-0902 or Lisa Radant 815-871-5116
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!!!
used legally in motorcycles.

GHOST RIDE 2017

BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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Meet
Rain’s World Bob
By: Rain Nietzold
Editor

I

I would like to thank all of those that contributed to the newsletter. It’s not easy
getting content. Actually, the more I get,
the easier my job is.
I would also like to thank all those
that have participated in past events. The
people that put on these events such as
Jay Head and Dawn Manning, put a lot
of effort into each endeavor that they do.
There is a lot of planning that goes into
these and sometimes even a cost is involved. Therefore, it really is great when
they get a response that you are attending
their event. It helps them buy the right
amount of items needed.
Even the Road Captains put in a lot
of effort behind the scenes to offer you a
great ride. Not only do they come up with
the ride, they actually pre-ride each ride
to make sure no surprises happen on the
day of the ride. They not only figure out
what roads to take, they try to plan a good
amount of time before stopping for a break
or getting gas. They even have to figure out
a place to eat. Leading a ride, they are always concerned with everyone’s safety and
trying to make sure that everyone stays together. There is a lot of responsibility that
goes into a ride and I have to commend everyone that has taken this on.
As long as I’m thanking everyone, I
also need to thank those that have volunteered for various events. In particular
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helping out with the Tub Run. This is
our largest event and requires the majority of our members to help out, no matter how much. It takes a lot to pull off a
great event and our goal is to make each
year better than the last. The planning
that goes into this is enormous. It is not
possible for one individual to think about
what is needed for each area of this event.
It takes many to think all things through
and a lot of times, fresh minds is what really is needed. To that end, I am asking
that each one of you to think about volunteering to help out. There are a lot of
areas that need help. From the beginning
activities prior to the ride, the ride and of
course after the ride activities. Each area
needs your help. The more that help, the
less each volunteer has to do.
This year, I am taking on the responsibility of getting vendors. I plan on getting food vendors as well as items. I could
use some help in this area. If you do not
want to approach anyone in regard to being a part of our run, I would be more
than happy to do this. I still would need
your help. Even on the day of the ride,
there is a lot to do. Not only do I need to
plan where each vendor will set up, but I
need to make sure that the HOG booth
is staffed at all times as this becomes an
information booth. I check on the vendors at least every hour to see if things are
going alright or if they need anything and
sometimes I just shoot the breeze a little
bit. I try to make them feel welcome and

wanted (which they are). So if you want
to help, but don’t want to spend a lot of
hours, you would be more than welcome
on my committee.
Remember, you can still go on the
ride itself and still offer your services.
There is more than enough to do. The
ride itself needs a lot of volunteers. Road
Guard and Flag Carriers are two areas.
Then too, we need to have people helping with incidentials. An incidential is an
item or items that are needed throughout the day, but that is overlooked in the
planning stages...a go-to if you will. Even
if it is just to relieve someone for a break.
We are in the planning stages now
and it is not too early to help. You have to
treat this as a wedding. You plan a wedding at least one year out to make sure
everything is taken care of. Well this is no
different, its only on a much larger scale.
To that end, let me repeat, for every
event there is a lot of planning that goes
into it. The chapter can use your help.
This is after all your chapter, you get out
of it what you put into it. If you put no
effort into being a member, then you certainly will not get anything out of being
a member. That doesn’t mean that you
have to volunteer all the time. You are not
expected to work. I’m just saying if you
want to help, we won't turn you down.
In the meantime, how about just showing
up to the events and get to know your fellow members, that's a great place to start
getting involved.r
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By: Bob Stone
Membership Officer

Greetings from your new Membership
Officer. My name is Robert Stone, Bob
for short. Being that I joined our Chapter last year, I am a fairly new member,
but wanted to be more involved with
the group.
I had been married 38 years, prior
to my wife passing away in 2015. I have
one son, one daughter and five grandchildren. I retired from Taylor Company
in 2016 after being employed by them
for 29 years.
After my retirement, I bought a motorcycle and started riding again. It had
been approximately 40 years since I last
rode, but it didn’t take me long to get
back into the swing of things.
Why did I join this chapter?
I
joined it due to the active fundraising
events, community events and of course

the group rides. I look forward to getting to work as your Membership Of-

BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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ficer and meeting not only the rest of the
chapter, but meeting new members.r

Photo: Laura Farnsworth
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By: Rain Nietzold
Editor

T

September Meeting
A Successful Event

Photo: Mike Turk

The September meeting started off in
the garage of Quaker Steak and Lube as
a hot, stuffy affair. But with the setting
of the sun, things soon cooled off during our social hour. It was nice to see so
many members and to meet new members as well as several guests. We had two
new members, both were signed by Jeff
Klenz, our Sergeant at Arms. The enPhoto: Laura Farnsworth

tire chapter welcomed Matt Reckard and
Tom Vigdahl.
This meeting was to be a special
meeting. The board had made a decision
to donate $1,000 to the Rock County
K-9 Association. This was to help them
be able to get another police dog. One
of the officer’s, Nathan Deboer, from the
K-9 Unit was on hand to accept the donation. With him, was one of the police
dogs, Sasha. We all thought that she was
a puppy in training when we found out
that she was five years old and was doing
her job well. She is a hugging kind of
dog, but don’t let that fool you, when she
is working, she is all about working. Nathan accepted the check and then took
questions from the chapter. It was pretty
informative and I personally learned a lot
more about these great animals. Needless to say, the dog got plenty of attention
and pets.
You may or may not know that Cody
Wolf was our 50/50 Hogmongous win-

ner this year. Cody won a grand total of
$2,392.50. When we first drew the winning ticket, Cody was unable to accept
his winnings being that he was off serving his country. When we found out that
Cody was going to be in town during our
meeting; well we just had to make it offical. So cody, thank you for servimg your
country and congratulations.

Photo: Laura Farnsworth

Last, but not least, Jeff Klenz was
presented with a patch. His fellow workers gave him the nickname of Cheeseburger. He received the patch of a
cheeseburger and his wife, who was also
at the meeting was presented a patch that
read “Paradise.” So Jeff and his wife will
now forever be known as Cheeseburger
and Paradise. I know, I know, it was suppose to be Cheeseburger in Paradise, but
this is after all a “G” rated newsletter.
The end of the meeting came to
a close, but not before we all said our
goodbyes and see ya soons.r

Above: The Boardtracker
Chapter presents the Rock
County K-9 Association with
a $1,000 donation.
Right: Jeff Klenz and his
wife. (aka Cheeseburger
and Paradise.)
Below: Cody Wolf receives
his $2,392.50 50/50 Hogmongous winnings.

Photo: Laura Farnsworth

Left: Tom Vigdahl
Right: Matt Reckard
OCTOBER 2017
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October
Events

October 19, 2017
Chapter Meeting
Quaker Steak and Lube
6:00pm — Social Hour
7:00pm — Meeting

October 21, 2017
Fall Colorama Ride
10:00am
October 7, 2017
10:00am
Grumpy Troll Ride

October 12
Officer’s Meeting
6:00pm

In 1916, the Mount Horeb
Creamery and Cheese Company
constructed a brick building on the
corner of South Second Street and
Front Street on the former site of
the Herman Dahie Ice House. In
1945, the building was sold to the
Ryser Brothers Cheese Company
who manufactured cheese in this
location for over 40 years. When
the business closed, the building
sat vacant for several years.
In 1998, after an extensive two
year remodeling project, this historic building was given new life as
the Mount Horeb Pub and Brewery.
In 2000, the building was remodeled again, and re-opened as The
Grumpy Troll Brewpub. Come join
us for a ride to this historic site.
OCTOBER 2017

October 15
Ghost Ride
10:15am Scavenger Hunt begins
followed by a ride to Boundries at
11:00am. Prizes for Scavenger Hunt
Winner and Best Decorated Bike.
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Wisconsin has a lot of wonderful,
colorful roads. Come and join us and
see for yourself. Meet at Boardtracker
Harley Davidson.

Mileage
Contest
Ends
October 6

BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER

HogWash is a Publication
of the Harley Owners Group
Chapter 3588
Janesvil e, Wisconsin.
Sponsoring dealership is
Boardtracker Harley Davidson.

October 28, 2017
Chili Cook-Off
Boardtracker
Harley Davidson
11:00am — 4:00pm

Happy Halloween
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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MEMBER‘S CLOSET

Ladies

Men’s

Dip-Dye Shirt
Sizes L (2 Available)
Price $19.00

Ladies Chapter Shirt
Sizes S, M, L, 2X, 3X (XL Currently Out of Stock)
Price $23.00 - $28.00

Men’s Chapter T-Shirt
Sizes M, L, XL, 2X, 3X
Price: $20.00 - $23.00

Left: Lace-Accent T-Shirt
Size Large (2 Available)
Price $16.00
Small Chapter Patches
$16.00 for the Set
Rocker $10.00
Eagle or Skull $6.00

Right: Skull Shirt
Size L (2 Available)
XL (1 Available)
Price $22.00

Colors Available
Silver, Tan, or Gold Rockers

LOH Patch
Price: Large $14.00
Small $6.00

Oil Can Shirt
Sizes M, L, XL, XXL
Price: $20.00 - $22.00

Left: Hoodies
Price: $30.00 All Sizes

Large Chapter Patches
$35.00 for the Set
Rocker $20.00
Eagle or Skull $15.00
Shown:
Tan Rocker with Eagle
Silver Rocker and Skull

2017 Chapter Pin
Price: $6.00
OCTOBER 2017

Sugar Skull Patch
Price: $6.00

Oil Can Patch
Price: $6.00
18

All items shown are available at Bike Night Events or at
Chapter Meetings.
Or you can
contact Joe Bucknell via email at
merchandise.boardrackerhog@
gmail.com or by phone at at
608-213-7279
and
make
arrangements to receive your items
on the next ride or event that you
and Joe would be participating in.

4.5-Inch Chapter Patch
Price: $14.00

Joe is also known as
the Stitch Bitch.
Not only
does he sell us our Chapter
Merchandise and sew them on
our leather, but he can sew and
repair your leather, zippers, snaps
and rivets too!

Monogram Patch
Price: $6.00
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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Squeaks and Squeals
Notes, Tidbits, Thank You’s, Upcoming Events...

Welcome New
Members
Matt Reckard
Tom Vigdahl

October 15 — Van Adsit
October 16 — Michael Turk
October 24 — Dawn Manning
Have a Birthday, Anniversary or
announcement coming up? Send it on or
before the 20th of the month and we will
publish it here! Email to:

editor.boardtrackerhog@gmail.com

FREE ADVERTISING FOR
MEMBERS ONLY
If you are a member and you own a
business, advertise here for free. It’s
members helping members. Interested,
contact Rain Nietzold at 608-563-0255,
or via email at:
editor.boardtrackerhog@gmail.com.

